Year 1 Fall: 18 SH

CS 1800 Discrete Structures [4 SH]
    CS 1801 Rec for CS 1800 [0 SH]

CS 2500 Funds of Comp Sci 1 [4 SH]
    CS 2501 Lab for CS 2500 [1 SH]

CS 1200 CS/IS Overview 1 [1 SH]
ENGW 1111 First Year Writing [4 SH]
SOCL 1101 Introduction to Sociology [4 SH]

Year 1 Spring: 17 SH

CS 2510 Funds of Comp Sci 2 [4 SH]
    CS 2511 Lab for CS 2510 [1 SH]

IS 2000 Principles of Information Science [4 SH]
SOCL 2320 Statistical Analysis [4 SH]
ANTH 1101 Peoples and Cultures [4 SH]

Year 1 Summer 1 = NUterm: 8 SH

CS 3200 Database Design [4 SH]
CS 3500 Object-Oriented Design [4 SH]

Year 1 Summer 2: Vacation

Year 2 Fall: 17 SH

CS 2800 Logic & Computation [4 SH]
    CS 2801 Lab for CS 2800 [1 SH]

CS 4800 Algorithms & Data [4 SH]
SOCL 2321 Research Methods [4 SH]
ANTH 2305 Global Markets Local Cultures [4 SH]
Year 2 Spring: 17 SH

CS Elective 1
CS 1210 CS/IS Overview 2: Coop Preparation [1 SH]
SOCL 2300 Social Theory [4 SH]
Sociology Elective A
Elective [4 SH]

Year 2 Summer 1: 8 SH

*Advanced Writing in Disciplines [4 SH] Choose one:*
  - ENGW 3302 or ENGW 3308 or ENGW 3315
  - Elective [4 SH]

Year 2 Summer 2: Coop

Year 3 Fall: Coop

Year 3 Spring: 17 SH

CS Elective 2 [4 SH]
*NOTE: To later take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.*

Sociology Elective B [4 SH]

*Integrative Requirement [4 SH] Choose one:*
  - SOCL 1280 The Twenty-First-Century Workplace [4 SH]
  - SOCL 3485 Environment, Technology, and Society [4 SH]
  - SOCL 4528 Computers and Society [4 SH]
  - ANTH 3418 Wired/Unwired: Cybercultures and Technopolitics [4 SH]

Elective [4 SH]
THTR 1170 The Eloquent Presenter [1 SH]

Year 3 Summer 1: 8 SH

Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 3 Summer 2: Coop

Year 4 Fall: Coop
Year 4 Spring: 16 SH

CS Writing Intensive Requirement [4 SH]. Choose one.
   - CS 4500 Software Development [4 SH]
   - IS 3500 Information System Design and Development [4 SH]
   - DS 4200 Information Presentation and Visualization [4 SH]

NOTE: To take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.

SOCL 4600 Senior Seminar [4 SH]
Sociology Elective C [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 4 Summer 1 [if needed]: 8 SH

Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
BS Combined Major for Computer Science and Sociology
Plan of Study #2: MF 4 Year, 2 Coop, (Spring/Summer 1)
DRAFT of 2016-05-10

Year 1 Fall: 18 SH

CS 1800 Discrete Structures [4 SH]
   CS 1801 Rec for CS 1800 [0 SH]

CS 2500 Funds of Comp Sci 1 [4 SH]
   CS 2501 Lab for CS 2500 [1 SH]

CS 1200 CS/IS Overview 1 [1 SH]
ENGW 1111 First Year Writing [4 SH]
SOCL 1101 Introduction to Sociology [4 SH]

Year 1 Spring: 17 SH

CS 2510 Funds of Comp Sci 2 [4 SH]
   CS 2511 Lab for CS 2510 [1 SH]

IS 2000 Principles of Information Science [4 SH]
SOCL 2320 Statistical Analysis [4 SH]
ANTH 1101 Peoples and Cultures [4 SH]

Year 1 Summer 1 = NUterm: 8 SH

CS 3200 Database Design [4 SH]
CS 3500 Object-Oriented Design [4 SH]

Year 1 Summer 2: Vacation

Year 2 Fall: 17 SH

CS 2800 Logic & Computation [4 SH]
   CS 2801 Lab for CS 2800 [1 SH]

CS 4800 Algorithms & Data [4 SH]
CS 1210 CS/IS Overview 2: Coop Preparation [1 SH]
SOCL 2321 Research Methods [4 SH]
ANTH 2305 Global Markets Local Cultures [4 SH]
Year 2 Spring: Coop

Year 2 Summer 1: Coop

Year 2 Summer 2: 8 SH

*Advanced Writing in Disciplines [4 SH] Choose one:
   ENGW 3302 or ENGW 3308 or ENGW 3315
Elective [4 SH]*

Year 3 Fall: 17 SH

CS Elective 1
SOCL 2300 Social Theory [4 SH]
Sociology Elective A
Elective [4 SH]
THTR 1170 The Eloquent Presenter [1 SH]

Year 3 Spring: Coop

Year 3 Summer 1: Coop

Year 3 Summer 2: 8 SH

Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 4 Fall: 16 SH

CS Elective 2 [4 SH]
*NOTE: To later take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.*

Sociology Elective B [4 SH]

*Integrative Requirement [4 SH] Choose one:
   SOCL 1280 The Twenty-First-Century Workplace [4 SH]
   SOCL 3485 Environment, Technology, and Society [4 SH]
   SOCL 4528 Computers and Society [4 SH]
   ANTH 3418 Wired/Unwired: Cybercultures and Technopolitics [4 SH]*

Elective [4 SH]
Year 4 Spring: 16 SH

CS Writing Intensive Requirement [4 SH]. Choose one.
  CS 4500 Software Development [4 SH]
  IS 3500 Information System Design and Development [4 SH]
  DS 4200 Information Presentation and Visualization [4 SH]

NOTE: To take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.

SOCL 4600 Senior Seminar [4 SH]
Sociology Elective C [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 4 Summer 1 [if needed]: 8 SH

Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
BS Combined Major for Computer Science and Sociology
Plan of Study #3: AA 5 Year, 3 Coop, (Summer 2/Fall)
DRAFT of 2016-05-10

Year 1 Fall: 18 SH

CS 1800 Discrete Structures [4 SH]
   CS 1801 Rec for CS 1800 [0 SH]

CS 2500 Funds of Comp Sci 1 [4 SH]
   CS 2501 Lab for CS 2500 [1 SH]

CS 1200 CS/IS Overview 1 [1 SH]
ENGW 1111 First Year Writing [4 SH]
SOCL 1101 Introduction to Sociology [4 SH]

Year 1 Spring: 17 SH

CS 2510 Funds of Comp Sci 2 [4 SH]
   CS 2511 Lab for CS 2510 [1 SH]

IS 2000 Principles of Information Science [4 SH]
SOCL 2320 Statistical Analysis [4 SH]
ANTH 1101 Peoples and Cultures [4 SH]

Year 1 Summer: Vacation

Year 1 Summer 2: Vacation

Year 2 Fall: 16 SH

CS 3500 Object-Oriented Design [4 SH]
CS 4800 Algorithms & Data [4 SH]
SOCL 2321 Research Methods [4 SH]
ANTH 2305 Global Markets Local Cultures [4 SH]
Year 2 Spring: 18 SH

CS 2800 Logic & Computation [4 SH]
  CS 2801 Lab for CS 2800 [1 SH]
CS 3200 Database Design [4 SH]
CS 1210 CS/IS Overview 2: Coop Preparation [1 SH]
SOCL 2300 Social Theory [4 SH]
Sociology Elective A [4 SH]

Year 2 Summer 1: Vacation

Year 2 Summer 2: Coop

Year 3 Fall: Coop

Year 3 Spring: 17 SH
CS Elective 1 [4 SH]
Sociology Elective B [4 SH]

Integrative Requirement [4 SH] Choose one:
  SOCL 1280 The Twenty-First-Century Workplace [4 SH]
  SOCL 3485 Environment, Technology, and Society [4 SH]
  SOCL 4528 Computers and Society [4 SH]
  ANTH 3418 Wired/Unwired: Cybercultures and Technopolitics [4 SH]

Elective [4 SH]
THTR 1170 The Eloquent Presenter [1 SH]

Year 3 Summer 1: 8 SH

Advanced Writing in Disciplines [4 SH] Choose one:
  ENGW 3302 or ENGW 3308 or ENGW 3315
Elective [4 SH]

Year 3 Summer 2: Coop

Year 4 Fall: Coop
Year 4 Spring: 16 SH
CS Elective 2 [4 SH]
NOTE: To later take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.

Sociology Elective C [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 4 Summer 1: 8 SH
Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 4 Summer 2: Coop

Year 5 Fall: Coop

Year 5 Spring: 16 SH
CS Writing Intensive Requirement [4 SH]. Choose one.
  CS 4500 Software Development [4 SH]
  IS 3500 Information System Design and Development [4 SH]
  DS 4200 Information Presentation and Visualization [4 SH]

NOTE: To take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.

SOCL 4600 Senior Seminar [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
BS Combined Major for Computer Science and Sociology
Plan of Study #4: BB 5 Year, 3 Coop, (Spring/Summer 1)
DRAFT of 2016-05-10

Year 1 Fall: 18 SH

CS 1800 Discrete Structures [4 SH]
   CS 1801 Rec for CS 1800 [0 SH]

CS 2500 Funds of Comp Sci 1 [4 SH]
   CS 2501 Lab for CS 2500 [1 SH]

CS 1200 CS/IS Overview 1 [1 SH]
ENGW 1111 First Year Writing [4 SH]
SOCL 1101 Introduction to Sociology [4 SH]

Year 1 Spring: 17 SH

CS 2510 Funds of Comp Sci 2 [4 SH]
   CS 2511 Lab for CS 2510 [1 SH]

IS 2000 Principles of Information Science [4 SH]
SOCL 2320 Statistical Analysis [4 SH]
ANTH 1101 Peoples and Cultures [4 SH]

Year 1 Summer: Vacation

Year 1 Summer 2: Vacation

Year 2 Fall: 17 SH

CS 3500 Object-Oriented Design [4 SH]
CS 4800 Algorithms & Data [4 SH]
CS 1210 CS/IS Overview 2: Coop Preparation [1 SH]
SOCL 2321 Research Methods [4 SH]
ANTH 2305 Global Markets Local Cultures [4 SH]
Year 2 Spring: Coop

Year 2 Summer 1: Coop

Year 2 Summer 2: Vacation

Year 3 Fall: 18 SH

CS 2800 Logic & Computation [4 SH]
   CS 2801 Lab for CS 2800 [1 SH]

CS 3200 Database Design [4 SH]
SOCL 2300 Social Theory [4 SH]
Sociology Elective A [4 SH]
THTR 1170 The Eloquent Presenter [1 SH]

Year 3 Spring: Coop

Year 3 Summer 1: Coop

Year 3 Summer 2: 8 SH

*Advanced Writing in Disciplines [4 SH] Choose one:
   ENGW 3302 or ENGW 3308 or ENGW 3315
Elective [4 SH]*

Year 4 Fall: 16 SH

CS Elective 1 [4 SH]
Sociology Elective B [4 SH]

*Integrative Requirement [4 SH] Choose one:
   SOCL 1280 The Twenty-First-Century Workplace [4 SH]
   SOCL 3485 Environment, Technology, and Society [4 SH]
   SOCL 4528 Computers and Society [4 SH]
   ANTH 3418 Wired/Unwired: Cybercultures and Technopolitics [4 SH]*

Elective [4 SH]

Year 4 Spring: Coop

Year 4 Summer 1: Coop
Year 4 Summer 2: 8 SH
Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 5 Fall: 16 SH
CS Elective 2 [4 SH]
NOTE: To later take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.
Sociology Elective C [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]

Year 5 Spring: 16 SH
CS Writing Intensive Requirement [4 SH]. Choose one.
   CS 4500 Software Development [4 SH]
   IS 3500 Information System Design and Development [4 SH]
   DS 4200 Information Presentation and Visualization [4 SH]

NOTE: To take DS 4200, a student must take DS 4100 either as a prerequisite or concurrently. This will require one CS elective.
SOCL 4600 Senior Seminar [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]
Elective [4 SH]